Adjunct Faculty

Jessica Adler
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Accounting & Finance

Dennis A. Allen II
Adjunct Assistant Professor, MFA Acting: Acting III

Randy Anderson
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Labor & Employee Relations

Byron Anthony
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management

Brittani Beresford
Adjunct Lecturer, Costume Shop

Hank Boyan
Adjunct Lecturer, Stagecraft I

Kaliswa Brewster
Adjunct Lecturer, MFA Acting: Business of Acting

Bonnie Butkas
Adjunct Lecturer, Fundraising for the Performing Arts

Will Cobbs
Adjunct Lecturer, Movement Dynamics

Taylor Culbert
Adjunct Lecturer, World Theater History II & III

Paul Davis
Adjunct Lecturer, Business of Acting

Maria Dizzia
Adjunct Lecturer, MFA Acting: Acting II

Lynette Freeman
Adjunct Lecturer, Movement Dynamics

Stephanie Grassi, Esq.
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Performing Arts & Law

Michael Hairston
Adjunct Lecturer, Sound Recording Workshop

Rosie Henderson
Adjunct Lecturer, Costume Shop

Deborah Hertzberg
Adjunct Lecturer, Puppetry

Ariel Hollenbeck Marcus
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management

Cody Hom
Adjunct Lecturer, Run Crew

Niluka Hotaling
Adjunct Lecturer, Property Construction, Scene Painting

Sarah Iams
Adjunct Lecturer, Costume Construction

Ralf Jean-Pierre
Adjunct Lecturer, Improvisation, Comedy and Clown, Make Stuff!, Acting Shakespeare

Justin Kirkpatrick
Adjunct Lecturer, Scene Shop

Florence Le Bas
Adjunct Lecturer, Intro to Acting

Ivey Lowe
Adjunct Lecturer, Intro to Acting

Carol Mazhuvancheril
Adjunct Lecturer, Introduction to Theater

Merie McCown
Adjunct Lecturer, Scene Shop

Callie McKee
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion in the Arts

Lisa McNulty
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Artistic Direction & Planning
John C. Moore
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Stage & Company Management

Sara Morgulis
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Educational Programming, Engagement, Collaboration, and Inclusivity

Kat Morrill
Adjunct Lecturer, Scene Shop

Maria Mukuka
Adjunct Lecturer, Introduction to Acting, Introduction to Theater, Acting Workshop

Brisa Areli Muñoz
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Educational Programming, Engagement, Collaboration, and Inclusivity

Jessica Niebanck
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Business & General Management

Beto O’Byrne
Adjunct Lecturer, Latine Theater & Performance, Theater of the Sphere

Katie Proulx
Adjunct Lecturer, Intro to Acting

Paul Pryce
Adjunct Lecturer, MFA Acting: Acting I

Riw Rakkulchon
Adjunct Lecturer, Scenic Design

Stanley Ralph (Ralph Stan Lee)
Adjunct Lecturer, Stage Management, Intro to Production

Jessica Ranville
Adjunct Lecturer, Movement for Actors

Michael Redman
Adjunct Lecturer, Scene Rendering

Grant Rice
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Stage & Company Management

Kathryn Rossetter
Adjunct Lecturer, Acting

Christina Roussos
Adjunct Lecturer, Directing Techniques

Marc Routh
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Business & General Management

Virginia Scott
Adjunct Lecturer, MFA Acting: Physical Theater Mask/Clown

Sabra Shelly
Adjunct Lecturer, Acting Workshop, Performance Techniques

Yoshiko Sienkiewicz
Adjunct Lecturer, MFA Acting: Movement for the Actor

Simeon Jean-Patrick
Adjunct Lecturer, Performance Techniques

Laura Smith
Adjunct Assistant Professor, MFA Acting: Alexander Technique

Eugene Solfanelli
Adjunct Lecturer, Stage Combat

Anna Splitz
Adjunct Lecturer, Costume Shop

Benjamin Stanton
Adjunct Lecturer, Lighting Design

Jeff Stiefel
Adjunct Lecturer, Stagecraft

Jeremy Stein
Adjunct Lecturer, Scene & Lighting Shop
Shanta Thake  
*Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Artistic & Managerial Decision Making*

Nella Vera  
*Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Marketing and Promotion in the Performing Arts*

Meiyin Wang  
*Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Artistic & Managerial Decision Making*

Ian Wen  
*Adjunct Lecturer, MFA Acting: Butoh*

Alison Weller  
*Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts Management: Text Analysis*

Donyale Werle  
*Adjunct Lecturer, Scenographic Techniques*

Welker White  
*Adjunct Lecturer, Acting Workshop I and II, MFA Acting: The Art and Craft of Acting in Film and Television*

Katherine K. Willis  
*Adjunct Lecturer, MFA Acting: Lucid Body*

Francine Zerfas  
*Adjunct Lecturer, Chuck Jones Voice Technique, Fitzmaurice Voicework, Speech*

---

**Teaching Fellows**

**CUNY Graduate Center PhD Teaching Fellows**  
Casey Berner, Jasmeene Francois, Alyssa Hanley, Emily Furlich, Jacquelyn Shannon

**Departmental Graduate Teaching Fellows**  
Susan Myburgh, Erin Thompson, Lauren Zeftel, Matthew Zimmerman